Best of MONACO
What to see at the world’s greatest superyacht show

Pegase: A new breed of superyacht
Benetti beauty: Diamonds Are Forever
Dick van Lent’s superyacht life
Impressionist and modern art
The philosophy of the Golden Fleet
Ultimate bespoke experiences
You could guarantee that when Bang & Olufsen put its spin on the humble remote control it would be something arresting. The Beo6 allows you complete control of your music and movie systems, with a touchscreen monitor and Wi-fi connection allowing easy access menus to whichever B&O device you need to operate. The circular aluminium unit below offers control over the most used functions. Measuring 118mm tall, the unit lights up when touched and it can be configured to set zones within a yacht or house so you can always access the right device if you are moving around with the unit. It takes five hours to charge, which typically gives five hours continuous use or 12 days on standby. It’s available through B&O retailers.

The Lacoste concept was unveiled 18 months ago and production models still appear to be at least a year away, but the latest renderings reveal its refined golf buggy looks. It’s a pint-sized and practical vehicle to take cruising with you, and should prove a hit as you arrive at the beach in it. With a 1.2-litre three-cylinder petrol engine, no doors to speak of, and an open top that is covered by an inflatable roof in the rain, there are inevitable compromises in the 3.45-metre car, but the driver benefits from a digital display and there is an iPod dock. Our hope is that Citroën are brave enough to launch it officially.

If you like your speakers with a touch of Italian styling, you can do worse than a pair of Sonus Faber Aidas, hand built and finished in a walnut veneer. The 1.73-metre units are certainly sizeable but they pack in a host of bespoke technologies designed by Sonus Faber. A pair costs £79,000.

Part toy, part surveillance device, the remote-controlled Sky Eye is fitted with a camera that shoots video and still images. You can fly it from over 100ft away and the charge per flight lasts up to eight minutes. It costs $99.99.